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Abstract. Document-level Machine Translation (MT) has been draw-
ing more and more attention due to its potential of resolving sentence-
level ambiguities and inconsistencies with the benefit of wide-range con-
text. However, the lack of simple yet effective evaluation metrics largely
impedes the development of such document-level MT systems. This
paper proposes to improve traditional MT evaluation metrics by sim-
plified lexical chain, modeling document-level phenomena from the per-
spectives of text cohesion. Experiments show the effectiveness of such
method on evaluating document-level translation quality and its poten-
tial of integrating with traditional MT evaluation metrics to achieve
higher correlation with human judgments.
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1 Introduction

According to modern trends in linguistics, a text rather than individual words or
fragments of sentences is preferred as the unit of communication [1]. Therefore,
more researchers propose to build document-level Statistical Machine Transla-
tion (SMT) systems in recent years [8,11,17–19]. However, most of their exper-
imental results show moderate or even minimal improvement despite of a great
deal of efforts. Some authors doubted the failure of current MT evaluation met-
rics to objectively reflect the changes at document level.

Automatic evaluation metrics have close relation to MT and current SMT
especially depends on them since SMT usually requires automatic metrics to
tune parameters. Some automatic MT metrics, such as BLEU [15] and METEOR
[2], give evaluation by measuring the amount of segment overlap between MT
output and reference at sentence level. And document/system-level evaluation
scores can be obtained by accumulating (not simply averaging) sentence-level
scores. Obviously, such accumulation loses some document-level information,
such as the difference of sentences. Thus it is unlikely that a document-level
SMT system can obtain significant improvements guided by such inappropriate
evaluation metrics.
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A document is made up of sentences, but there exist separate principles of
text-construction, beyond the rules for making sentences. Document-level met-
rics should have the capability of identifying text-level rather than sentence-level
change. In recent years, automatic document-level MT metrics have been draw-
ing more and more attention. Gimenez et al. [7] propose a MT evaluation metric
based on Discourse Representation Theory [12], which uses co-reference and dis-
course relations to assess the quality of MT output. However, their metric fails to
achieve a higher correlation with human assessments than sentence-level metrics.
In order to measure cohesion for translated text, Wong and Kit propose to use
lexical cohesion devices and obtain positive experimental results [20] . To better
estimate translation adequacy, Rubino et al. propose to do quality estimation
for machine translation (without references) by bilingual topic models and show
some promising results [16].

A text is a “communicative occurrence which meets seven standards of textu-
ality: cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situational-
ity and intertextuality” [4]. According to this definition, cohesion and coherence
are important standards of textuality. Coherence interprets meaning connected-
ness in the underlying text while cohesion can be formulated quite explicitly on
the basis of grammatical and lexical properties. This paper proposes simple yet
effective cohesion score to measure text cohesion via lexical chain. Our experi-
mental results show the number of matching lexical chain between reference and
MT output has close relevance to the translation quality of full text.

2 Related Work

As the most famous evaluation metric, BLEU is based on n-gram matching.
Alternatively, METEOR is based on unigram alignment of references and system
translations. METEOR is explicitly designed to improve the correlation with
human judgments at sentence level [2]. Document-level BLEU or METEOR
score can be generated by aggregating sentences in a document rather than
simply averaging scores at sentence level.

Wong and Kit [20] propose to build document-level MT metrics by using lex-
ical cohesion devices. Lexical cohesion devices refer to content words (stopwords
are removed) that reiterate once or more times in a document. In their study,
the higher ratio of such content words in machine translated text means stronger
lexical cohesion.

Text cohesion refers to top-level characteristics of text while document-level
BLEU/METEOR score shows the degree to which the detailed information in
the original text is conveyed in MT output. Therefore, it is natural to build
document-level metrics by extending traditional MT evaluation metrics with
document-level feature scores. Thus, Wong and Kit [20] built document-level
metrics by extending traditional metrics with lexical cohesion scores as follows:

H = α× CSdoc + (1 − α) ×Gmdoc . (1)

where CSdoc means lexical cohesion score and Gmdoc refers to document-level
BLEU/METEOR score, and α is a weight controlling their proportion.
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The success of [20] is due to such observation: most SMT systems tend to
build less lexical cohesion than human translators. However such observation
seems to be controversial. Carpuat and Simard [6] show: MT output tend to have
more incorrect repetition than human translation when MT systems especially
trained on smaller corpora. Thus, metrics in [20] cannot distinguish such “false”
cohesion devices.

3 Evaluation Data

Table 1 shows the evaluation data for this study, including Multiple-Translation
Chinese Part 2 (LDC2003T17, MTC2 for short) and Multiple-Translation Chi-
nese Part 4 (LDC2006T04, MTC4 for short). The MTC2 consists of 878 source
sentences, translated by 4 human translators (references) as well as 3 MT sys-
tems. The MTC4 consists of 919 source sentences, translated by 4 human trans-
lators (references) as well as 6 MT systems.

Table 1. Evaluation data

Data Set MTC2 MTC4

Source language Chinese Chinese
Target language English English
Systems 3 6
� Documents 100 100
� Sentences 878 919
� References 4 4
� Genre Newswire Newswire

Besides, each machine translated sentence on the MTC4 and MTC2 was
evaluated by 2 to 3 human judges for their adequacy and fluency on a 5-point
scale. To avoid the bias in the distributions of different judges’ assessments in
the evaluation data, we normalize these scores following Blatz et al. [5].

Due to the lack of document-level human assessments on the two evaluation
data sets, document-level human assessments are averaged over sentence scores,
weighted by sentence length. This method is also adopted by famous Metrics-
MaTr (the NIST Metrics for Machine Translation Challenge) and approximated
in [7] and [20].

4 Text Cohesion Representing by Simplified Lexical
Chain

The major problem in [20] is only to measure the cohesion of MT output and
completely ignore the one of references. In another word, we think the cohesion
score between MT output and references should be consistent. In this study,
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we use simple yet effective lexical chain to measure lexical cohesion at docu-
ment level. The basic idea is to compute the number of matching lexical chains
respectively in reference and MT output.

4.1 Simplified Lexical Chain

Traditional lexical chain is the sequence of semantically related words [14]. Dur-
ing the process of chaining, special thesaurus, such as WordNet and HowNet, is
often used to help recognize synonyms and hyper/hypo-nyms. For the general-
purpose, this study only focuses on reiterating words including stem-matched
words. Another difference is that our lexical chain mainly used to record the dif-
ference of position for each content word. To distinguish our lexical chain from
traditional lexical chain, we call it as simplified lexical chain.

The establishing procedure of simplified lexical chain is simple. For each
document d:

(1) extracting all unique content words occurring at the first sentence, then
constructing an array for each word. Here such array corresponds to one
lexical chain. And the element in the chain records its location(sentence
identity). All these chains are stored into a hash table, ht, shown in Fig.1.

(2) for each successive sentence, if content word w or stem(w) has existed in
ht, then inserting its location information into the corresponding chain, else
constructing a new chain for w and inserting this chain into ht.

(3) removing chains from ht which only contain one word.

So each content word which appears more than one time at different sentences
will have a lexical chain. For example, Fig.1 shows a lexical chain LC1 for the
word “die” (perhaps with different morphology) which occurs at the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd sentence. There are several lexical chains in one document, thus a hash
table ht is utilized to organize all these chains. For clarity, ht is called as lexical-
chain index. In this hash table, keys are content words and values refer to lexical
chains.

die snow traffic road ...ht

1 2 3 1 2 2 6 8

LC1 LC2 LC3

Fig. 1. The structure of the lexical-chain index for one document
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4.2 The Characteristics of Lexical-Chain Index

We constructed lexical-chain index for each document on our evaluation data,
including 4 human translations (references) and all MT output on different cor-
pus in advance. After that, we carefully studied these chains and achieved the
following observations.

The First Observation: lexical chains extracted from reference are more con-
sistent than the ones from MT. Table 2 lists 5 translation versions for one source
document. The first 4 columns (E01-E04) correspond to references and the last
column refers to one MT output. One word with a list of position represents a
lexical chain. The upper part of Table 2 shows some matching lexical chains,
which appear in all references. Due to the flexibility of expression, there exist a
few un-matching chains shown on the lower part of Table 2. On the whole, the
matching number of lexical chain in references greatly exceeds the one in MT
output. Moreover, the chains in references are very consistent both in frequency
and location while the chains extracted from MT output have large difference.1

The Second Observation: it is not always right that lexical cohesion of human
translation exceeds the one of MT output.

On the whole evaluation data, we count the total number of lexical chains
extracted from human and MT output respectively. The average number of
chains extracted from human translation (2111) is greater than the one of MT
output (1999) on MTC4, that means lexical cohesion devices existed in human
translation more than the one in MT output, which is consistent to the obser-
vation described in [20]. But the number of lexical chain extracted from each
MT system on MTC2 (2380) exceeds the one from human translations (2030).
So the assumption in [20] is not right on MTC2.

Based on above observations, we know there exist some differences in lexical-
chain index even all of them extracted from equivalent references due to the
complexity and flexibility of linguistics. But they are more stable and consistent
among human translations than those in MT output.

4.3 Text Cohesion Scores Based on the Matching of Lexical Chain

Due to high flexibility of natural language utterances, few lexical chains from
MT output can completely match the ones from its references. So we need to
design a reasonable function to permit incomplete matching.

For a document, the lexical-chain index in reference and in MT output
denoted as htref and htmt . We first extract the word of one chain in htmt,
and find its corresponding lexical chain ID in htref . Given a pair of matching
lexical chain of htref and htmt is LCr and LCt. LCr contains m elements and

1 According to the LDC manual, the ranking for the manual translations is E01 >
E02 > E03 > E04, so the matching lexical chain in E04 has slight difference in
position to other references.
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Table 2. An Example of lexical-chain indexes extracted from different translation
versions for the same source document

References Machine

E01 E02 E03 E04 Translation

Government:4,5 Government:4,5 Government:4,5 Government:4,5 -
Ople:2,4 Ople:2,4 Ople:2,4 Ople:2,4 -
Ambassador:2,4 Ambassador:2,4 Ambassador:2,4 Ambassador:2,4 Ambassador:1,2
Australian:2,6,7 Australian:2,6,7 Australian:2,6,7 Australian:2,6,7 -
Attack:1,8 Attack:1,8 Attack:1,8 Attack:1,8 Attack:1,8
Terrorist:1,6,8 Terrorist:1,6,8 Terrorist:1,6,8 Terrorist:1,6,8 Terrorist:1,6,8
Threat :1,5,6,8 Threat:1,5,6,8 Threat:1,5,6,8 Threat:1,5,6 Threat:1,6,8
Manila:0-2,6 Manila:0-2,6 Manila:0-2,6 Manila:0,1,6 -
Embassy:0-3,5-7 Embassy:0-3,5-7 Embassy:0-3,5-7 Embassy:0-3,5-7 Embassy:0,1
Reopen:0,1,3 Reopen:0,1,3 Reopen:0,1,3 Reopen:0,1,3 Reopen:0,1
Australium:0,1,3 Australium:0,1,3 Australium:0,1,3 Australium:0,1, Australium:0-3,

3,6 6-7
Philippine:1,2,4 Philippine:1,2,4,5 Philippine:1,2,4,5 Philippine:2,4,5 Philippine:1,4
Week:1,3 Week:1,3 Week:1,3 Week:1,3 Week:1,3

Shut:1,8 Close:1,8 Shut:1,3,5,8 Close:1,3,5,8 Close:1,3,5,8
- European:3,7 European:3,7 Eu:3,7 Open:0,1,5,6
- Union:3,7 Union:3,7 - Canada:3,6
- - So-call:1,5 So-call:1,5 China:1,4
- Express:4,8 Officer:6,7 Mission:7,8 Chinese:2,5

Due:1,8 Collaboration:
1,3,5

LCt contains n elements, but only m′(m′ <= m) element both occur in LCr and
LCt , then the cohesion score of LCt can be calculated by the following formula:

CSi = m′/m . (2)

CSi only refers to one pair of matching chain. If one chain cannot be found
in its reference, the chain is invalid (“false”). Suppose htmt contains K lexical
chains, we punish such “false” cohesion by averaging K. Given the number of
matching chain is L, the final cohesion score assigned to htmt is calculated as
follows:

Doccohesion = (
L∑

i=1

CSi)/K . (3)

For example, one lexical-chain in column of “E01” in Table 2 is “Ambas-
sador:2,4” while its matching chain in MT shown in Table 2 is “Ambassador:1,2”,
so the CS value of this chain is 1/2(only 1 item is matching). We use this pol-
icy to calculate CS value and finally to obtain cohesion score for the whole
document. We choose the best doccohesion against 4 references.
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5 Experiments

Following the formula 1, we build document-level metrics by combining
document-level BLEU or METEOR with text cohesion score calculated by the
formula 3. Especially, the gradient ascending algorithm described in [13] is uti-
lized to automatically tune the weight α.

Table 3. The Correlation of different metrics with human assessments at document
level

DataSet MTC2 MTC4

Metrics Pearson Kendall Pearson Kendall

BLEU 0.0994 0.0449 0.5862 0.4256
METEOR 0.3069 0.2037 0.7390 0.5180

Doccohesion 0.1284 0.0609 0.6891 0.4601
HBLEU 0.1240 0.0698 0.6551 0.4800
HMETEOR 0.3107 0.2103 0.7467 0.5244

The results of our proposed metrics are shown in Table 3. To our surprise,
the solely use of lexical cohesion already outperforms document-level BLEU,
but it still subordinates to METEOR. The hybrid BLEU (HBLEU) scores rise
from 42.56% to 48.00% on Kendall score on MTC4 and with a similar increase
on MTC2. Furthermore, differing with the results in [20], our hybrid METEOR
(HMETEOR) scores also obtain a moderate rise (0.64%- 0.67%) both on MTC4
and MTC2.

6 Conclusion

This paper describes how to modeling text cohesion for MT output based on
simplified lexical chains. We successfully build reasonable document-level evalu-
ation metrics by extending traditional MT evaluation metrics with text cohesion
score based on lexical chains.

Since important words will be repeated in one text, lexical chains can not
only model text cohesion but also highlight key words. So our proposed met-
rics can obtain very significant improvements for BLEU and also give moderate
improvements for METEOR.

In the future work, we will explore how to estimate more document-level
features, such as co-reference matching, and hope our study can bring more
inspirations to document-level SMT.
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